Flight management systems are highly capable in nominal conditions but are unable to manage most emergency situations, particularly when the performance envelope is degraded due to damage or component failures.
I. Introduction
Modern aviation is a safe and reliable form of transportation. In 1971, fatal accidents on commercial jetliners occurred approximately once in every 140 million miles flown. Thirty years later, jets fly 1.4 billion miles for every fatal accident. Although a ten-fold safety improvement has been made, commercial aviation accidents still occur. 1 In-flight aircraft damage and failures cause a nontrivial fraction of remaining commercial aviation accidents. Significant damage/failures that impact actuators or the airframe reduce aircraft performance, presenting several challenges to the pilot. First, the pilot must understand the reduced performance envelope sufficiently to maintain long-term control, a problem addressed by adaptive control and system identification research. Additionally, with significant or progressive degradation, the pilot must rapidly select a landing site and plan a feasible landing trajectory to that site. This latter problem is less studied in the research community and is the focus of this paper.
To cope with in-flight emergencies, researchers have begun to design flight management architectures that can help the pilots with decision-making during emergencies. 2, 3, 4, 5 Human factors experiments show that an Emergency Flight Planner 3 may be a useful tool to prevent pilots from performing unsafe tasks when emergencies occur, although post-failure flight planning algorithms were generally not emphasized in this work. There has been a growing interest in designing autonomous flight control systems for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). For example, Boskovic et al 6 have devised a multi-layer autonomous control architecture for UAVs and have described its operation during failures, yet analysis has focused on adaptive control technology rather than reducedperformance flight planning. An adaptive flight planner (AFP) with post-failure flight planning capability was previously proposed for a loss of thrust emergency, 7 with subsequent efforts concentrating on reduced-performance trajectory planning for control surface failures. 8, 9 We extend this AFP and examine its operation in a scenario where structural damage severely impacts flight performance.
To handle an aircraft with degraded performance, Flight Management Systems (FMS) must be augmented with: (i) an adaptive/reconfigurable controller, (ii) a system identification module to characterize reduced performance for the flight management system and for a pilot, and (iii) an adaptive or emergency flight planner capable of functioning over a highly-constrained set of possible flight states. Significant emphasis has been placed on systems to stabilize aircraft with unknown or degraded performance through robust inner and outer loop feedback control. The GTM aircraft model was not available in analytical form. Instead, this 6-DOF nonlinear model is built on stability and control derivative data provided by our research sponsor in tabular form. This data is given over a discrete set of constant angles of attack 0 α , sideslip angles 0 β , and Mach numbers. A trilinear interpolation algorithm 28 is used to approximate the values of these derivatives for speeds ranging from Mach 0.1 to Mach 0.8, α
values from -2º to 12º, and β values from -10º to 10º. The stability and control derivatives are then used to calculate dimensionless aerodynamic coefficients C D , C L , C Y , C l , C M , and C N , where subscripts D, L, Y, l, M, and N represent aerodynamic drag, lift, sideforce, rolling moment, pitch moment, and yawing moment, respectively. These coefficients are used to derive the aerodynamic forces and moments given control surface deflections, which, together with the forces and moments produced by engine thrust, dictate aircraft motion over time. Full control authority is assumed for this structurally damaged aircraft model. Therefore, deflection limits for control surfaces e µ , a µ , and r µ are assumed ±30º. Left and right engine thrust values lt µ and rt µ are constrained between zero for no thrust and 1.0 for maximum thrust, assumed to be 40,000 lbs for each GTM engine. All controls are modeled as ideal, neglecting the lag between issuing the command and the actual response. This work adopts trimmed flight states as the building blocks for a landing trajectory. A trim state is an equilibrium (non-accelerating) flight condition, a state where linear and angular velocities in body coordinates are constant. Mathematically, the trimmed flight condition can be expressed as 0 = * ν& (2) where the asterisk is used to denote equilibrium. Given our representation of aircraft state, steady trimmed flight is achieved under the following conditions: V are the altitude and true airspeed for the trim state, respectively. For this work, given a non-zero climb rate, previous research, 7 which provided a complete LSS capability but that required some extension for use with the damaged GTM aircraft due to the specific focus on loss-of-thrust emergency scenarios.
Landing Site Search is a four-step process. First, a reachable footprint is generated taking into account the range constraints imposed by the aircraft damage or failure scenario. Then, all reachable runways within this footprint are examined to identify the feasible subset that can safely accommodate the emergency landing, defining the set of feasible runways. In cases where more than one feasible runway is found, the LSS ranks the list of feasible runways based on a safety-oriented utility function. 7 The most desirable landing site (i.e., the highest-ranked feasible runway) is identified as the final state for the trajectory planner. In this work, the Landing Site Search process is extended to accommodate emergencies that do not limit range, such as the wing damage situation. This section first presents a brief introduction to the overall Landing Site Search procedure. The modified footprint generation algorithm applicable to the damaged GTM scenario is the contribution of this work, a description of which is followed by a brief review of the existing feasible runway identification and ranking processes. Figure 2 shows the Landing Site Search (LSS) process. Inputs include a U.S. airport database, a degraded performance model, the initial LSS aircraft state, and the airport wind/weather conditions. The initial LSS aircraft state is specified by the instantaneous location (x, y), altitude (h), heading (ψ), and velocity (V T ) of the aircraft when the emergency occurs. Together with the runway data, real-time airport weather conditions are used to evaluate the feasibility and "quality" of a runway/airport to accommodate a safe emergency landing. The output of the Landing Site Search is a sorted runway list, which contains the candidate runways ranked according to their safety-oriented utility values. The top candidate is then selected as the landing site to which the disabled aircraft should be guided by the trajectory planner.
The LSS process includes footprint generation, landing site identification, constraint satisfaction, and utilitybased runway prioritization. Footprint Generation calculates the approximate boundary of the region the postfailure/damage aircraft can or should reach before it is forced to land. Landing Site Identification builds a list of all runways within this footprint, then Constraint Satisfaction rules out the runways that cannot meet hard safety constraints such as minimum length or surface (e.g., asphalt vs. water). Particularly near urban areas, multiple feasible runways can be reached. The final step is to evaluate the feasible runways in terms of their desirability ranging from safety-oriented factors (e.g., runway length, width, instrument procedures) to company preferences (e.g., facility availability). 7 The final output is then the sorted runway list. The Footprint Generation algorithm used in this work is built on previous work focused on the loss-of-thrust emergency. 7 In the original study, aircraft footprint had the definition "maximum region the aircraft can reach on the ground". When thrust is lost, there is a hard constraint on time aloft, so a maximum-range footprint is appropriate. The algorithm developed previously approximated footprint as a circular profile shifted to account for winds aloft. 7 In damage or failure situations where the aircraft can remain aloft until fuel is exhausted, the practical requirement to safely land the disabled aircraft near-term limits footprint size. Furthermore, it may be more difficult to describe footprint geometry for a disabled aircraft with highly constrained performance envelope. To manage these cases, a virtual footprint boundary is defined to artificially constraint the reachable region. For simplicity and compatibility with the loss-of-thrust footprint, a circular boundary is defined for this virtual footprint. The center of the circle is defined as the initial location at which the emergency occurs. The radius of this circle is initially set to a "reasonable" user-defined constant (for example, 50 nautical miles for this work) which is then incremented until a feasible runway is found, or an upper bound value is reached, whichever comes first. The aircraft footprint is then defined as the region within this circular boundary as shown in Figure 3 . A runway is considered reachable if its distance from the initial failure/damage site is less than the radius of the footprint. Each reachable runway must meet minimum runway length, minimum runway width, maximum crosswind component, runway surface type, and reported visibility vs. instrument approach minimum constraints. Reachable runways that cannot meet one or more of these constraints are eliminated, with remaining runways defined as the feasible runway set. There is a probability that all the reachable runways are disqualified by this procedure. For loss-of-thrust, the constraints were relaxed, reducing safety margins until at least one feasible runway was identified. With the virtual footprint, the radius is instead incrementally increased since safety is of paramount importance and footprint was limited by a preference to land nearby rather than a hard performance constraint. Once one or more feasible runways are identified, the following utility function is used to rank these runways: 
giving equivalent preference to runway length, runway width, instrument approach quality, and runway distance to the footprint boundary. As will be seen for our damaged GTM, landings must be fast and with minimal control, suggesting a weight set that favors long and wide runways. The following weights were thus used for this work: 
As indicated by the values of the weighting factors, runway length and secondarily runway width are prioritized. However, non-zero weights still exist for the other parameters to distinguish runways of near-equivalent length and width. These two weight sets yielded different sorted runway output in our GTM case studies. In a scenario where the GTM is over San Francisco at (37.44ºNorth, 122.12ºWest), a footprint with radius of 100 nautical miles is generated for the damaged GTM. Within the footprint, 28R/SFO (runway 28R at SFO) is the top candidate runway with Eq. (6) weights while 22L/MHR is favored by the Eq. (7) weights. 28R/SFO was nominally preferred due to its facilities. However, SFO has runway length 11,870 ft and width 200 ft. 22L/MHR is 11,301 ft in length and 300 ft in width, providing increased margin for lateral misalignment. This example shows that the selection of runway utility weight set can significantly affect the ranking of feasible runways.
IV. Trajectory Specification as Trim State Sequences
Once a landing runway is identified, the adaptive flight planner must compute a trajectory to this runway. This section overviews the procedure previously developed for an F-16 aircraft experiencing control surface jam failures. 9, 8 In this work, segmented trajectories are defined as sequences of trimmed flight segments connected by transitions between these segments, a design believed to maximize intuitive comprehension by pilots and air traffic controllers. To determine the feasible trim states the post-failure/damage aircraft can achieve, a discrete flight envelope is computed for the disabled aircraft. Recall that a trim state is defined as a non-accelerating flight condition that can be maintained indefinitely. Once trim and transition information is compiled, a simplified aircraft kinematic model is used to compute position and heading change incurred during trimmed flight over a finite time period. The emergency path planner sequences trim states and adjusts their duration to accurately guide the aircraft to the designated landing runway. To manage trim state transitions and reject disturbances during trimmed flight, a closed-loop PID controller was developed to reduce transition settling time and provide close tracking of a desired . The first two constraints in Eq. (9) directly constrain aircraft altitude and airspeed. The third constraint indirectly specifies desired climb rate, while the last three constraints indirectly specify desired turn rate, as well as constraining roll and pitch rates to be zero. Under the above constraints, the minimization of (8) 
To further categorize these feasible trimmed flight conditions, aircraft stability and controllability within a small neighborhood of each trim state is assessed. Since aircraft dynamics are nonlinear, a full nonlinear analysis would be ideal for characterizing aircraft dynamics at these trim states. However, the damaged GTM aircraft model is based on discrete aerodynamic data in tabular form, with no analytical model available. Nonlinear systems can be approximated by a linearization of their dynamics about equilibrium points, in a small neighborhood surrounding that equilibrium point. 30 To perform a linear stability and controllability analysis for the aircraft system requires first the linearization of partial nonlinear aircraft dynamics represented as ) ,
about a trim state * k z . The linear perturbation model about that trim state is described by
where
In these equations, f is the system of nonlinear equations defining the dynamics of state z at trim altitude * k h , and A k and B k are the Jacobian matrices at the trim state, which are practically approximated by deriving the first-order differences. The nonlinear aircraft can be considered stable in a small neighborhood of a trim state if all eigenvalues of the corresponding linear perturbation system fall within the left-half complex plane, i.e., the real parts of the system eigenvalues are strictly negative numbers: (14) is not naturally stable, it is necessary to check its stabilizability and controllability. A linear system is stabilizable if there exists a controller
that can make the closed-loop dynamics of (14) stable. This condition is represented by 8 ..., 
with full row rank n. The closed-loop eigenvalues of Eq. (14) can be assigned arbitrarily with the linear controller in Eq. (16) if the system is controllable. Therefore, controllability is a more dominant concern than stability and stabilizability, since a controllable trim state can be maintained despite disturbances given a capable control law. An aircraft trim database D can now be generated by characterizing each trim state in four-dimensional space (
) in terms of feasibility (based on the nonlinear optimization), stability, and controllability. By fixing one component of the trim state quadruplet, in this case altitude h * , as well as plotting each type of trim state with different colors in three-dimensional space, slices of the trim database can be presented. Figure 4 shows a trim database slice at a fixed altitude of 10 ft for the left-wing-damaged GTM. In this figure, a green asterisk in ) , ,.
(
space indicates a naturally stable trim state for that trimmed flight condition, while a blue dot represents an unstable but controllable trim state. The unmarked area indicates infeasible or uncontrollable ) , ,.
( In addition to trimmed flight segments, an emergency landing trajectory also requires accurate characterization of the transition maneuvers that connect neighboring trim segments. A trim transition is defined as a finite time evolution between two trim states. A transition from trim state i into trim state j is defined intuitively as the change in flight conditions 
where t 0 denotes transition start time. Using the same linear interpolation strategy, the desired control settings and the desired aircraft state at time t during the transition are given by (20) where the terminal trim state and trimmed control settings can be found by estimating the terminal altitude
. Eqs. (19) and (20) define a desired reference trajectory for the transition. However, openloop control strategies do not typically provide good tracking performance. In fact, an open-loop controller cannot maintain stability during transitions involving naturally unstable but controllable trim states, used for the damaged GTM due to sparseness of naturally stable trim states. As a result, a closed-loop control strategy is required to stabilize such transitions and to characterize the closed-loop time response profile for our trajectory planner.
Adapted from previous work, 9 a nonlinear PID controller is designed to guarantee system stability, as well as to provide good configuration tracking over the transitions. Given the linear perturbation system from Eq. (14) , this approach takes into account tracking errors to improve closed-loop tracking performance. The tracking error of a trimmed flight condition
where k C is a constant matrix defined by
Unlike Jacobian matrices A k and B k that must be computed numerically, C k can be determined analytically. The definition of a new state vectorξ with dynamics
The substitution
enables Eq. (23) to be written compactly as
If this augmented system is controllable, there exists a feedback controller
that can make the closed-loop system
stable and the state vector k ζ converge to zero asymptotically. As a result, the integral of the tracking error decays to zero asymptotically, thereby improving the configuration tracking performance. Extending the above control design for transition control leads to nonlinear PID controller 
where i K is the controller gain matrix designed for the initial trim state, and j K is the gain matrix designed for the terminal trim state. A gain scheduling strategy is utilized for this nonlinear controller. Different techniques can be used to design the controller gain matrix k K for a trim state. For example, by placing the closed-loop poles of the Eq. (24) system at desired locations on complex plane, k K can be determined for the trim state. These desired closed-loop poles represent the nominal closed-loop dynamics. However, this technique cannot be used for controller gain design with the GTM because no nominal controller is available. In this work, controller gains are designed for the GTM by using an LQR technique, which yields an optimal controller that minimizes a cost function over system error and control effort.
Given a controllable aircraft operating about a trim state, the LQR design finds an optimal control vector
that minimizes the cost function
where k Q and k R are n n × and m m × positive definite matrices, respectively, n is the length of k ζ , and m is the length of k u . The matrix P in Eq. (29) is defined by solving the Ricatti equation
. 32 The optimal control vector from Eq. (29) automatically guarantees the stability of the closed-loop system
if weighting matrices k Q and k R are positive definite. In practice, k Q and k R are typically chosen to be diagonal matrices. Varying k Q and k R yields the optimal solution over a suite of closed-loop system responses. Generally, a dominant k Q enables a closed-loop system with high control precision and high control effort, while a dominant k R yields a closed-loop system with low control effort and low control precision. By following the LQR design as above, the control gain matrix k K in Eq. (25) is therefore determined as
. Although different weighting matrices can be chosen for each trim state, constant k Q and k R are used in this work since they yield uniform closedloop system performance characteristics well within the flight envelope. Furthermore, constant weighting matrices can significantly simplify the control design by avoiding the tedious work of manually tuning the controller at each trim state. For the left-wing-damaged GTM aircraft, the diagonal constant matrix k Q is chosen to minimize lateral motion state errors since the missing left wingtip results in difficulty controlling lateral motion. Meanwhile, roughly even weights are enforced on the five components of control effort by the matrix k R defined as
where r is a constant, set to r=100 for the case study presented below. Simulation results from the damaged GTM demonstrate the success of this control strategy. Performance of the PID controller during a trim transition is shown in Figure 5 . In the simulation, the aircraft at initial altitude 5,000 ft is commanded to perform a desired transition from an initial trimmed flight condition with This work uses a kinematic model to specify the aircraft's motion, both position and heading, along a segmented flight path. 9 The initial aircraft flight path configuration is represented by a 4×4 matrix 
V. Trajectory Planning
The task of the trajectory planner is to identify a sequence of trimmed flight conditions that allows the aircraft to reach the landing runway with the correct heading. Although trim transitions are necessary to connect neighboring trim segments, it is sufficient to represent a trajectory (flight plan) by only specifying each trim flight segment, since a constant-time trim transition is completely specified by the initial and terminal trim states it connects. Let each trimmed flight segment be specified as A candidate trajectory plan P is a partially-instantiated plan consisting of valid trim state triplets for each segment, but with no durations specified. Thus, a candidate plan P can be expressed as
The Landing Site Search procedure executes quickly (under one second on a 1GHz PC). Therefore, several aircraft states can be considered approximately equivalent if the LSS is executed immediately after the failure or damage occurs. These instantaneous states are: state at the time when failure/damage occurs (or is detected, assumed concurrent in this work), state at the time the LSS is executed, and state at the time the target runway is selected. The value for these near-equivalent states is straightforwardly set to the state just after the failure/damage occurs. This value will be used by the trajectory planner as the initial state, of which the position and heading 
where (x, y) and h denote respectively the location and the altitude of a 3-D point. Figure 6 shows this two-step trajectory planning procedure in the context of the Adaptive Flight Planner (AFP). At step 5 and step 9, PLANNER_I and PLANNER_II generate respectively the partial flight plan P I for trajectory part I and the other partial plan P II for trajectory part II. Time t plan is the time interval over which the aircraft flies from , or the duration of trajectory part I. t plan is also used as a planning time constraint for PLANNER_II since P II must be planned before it can be executed.
Step 7 evaluates whether t plan is sufficient for PLANNER_II to complete at least one feasible plan, selecting an alternate landing site if t plan is too brief. Time t min is the minimum value set to test t plan and is empirically selected to be 60 seconds for the case study since it is sufficient for all the scenarios studied in this work. The efficient execution (under one second) of Steps 1 through 7 guarantees the aircraft is still approximately in state ) , ( 0 0 I I p ψ when P I is initiated.
Trajectory planners PLANNER_I and PLANNER_II build solutions as sequences of trim states found in the postfailure/damage database. To enable real-time plan development, the space of possible trim states to be sequenced must have a tractable size. The full set of controllable states in the trim database can be represented as the set
where N D is the total number of the trim states in database D. Because a full trim database is developed to provide understanding of flight characteristics as well as provide candidate trim states for the trajectory planners, N D is very large even for the left-wing-damaged GTM aircraft. Tractable planning thus makes it necessary to reduce this database to a small subset of its original size.
Figure 6: Two-Step Trajectory Planning in the Context of AFP
Since altitude cannot be independently specified, D is first contracted over altitude to produce the flight condition database D', the intersection of all three-dimensional altitude slices, from h 0 to h n , in the trim database:
where N D' < N D . This procedure is successful so long as this intersection yields a sufficiently large set of trim states, which has been the case for all GTM and F-16 failures analyzed to-date. 9 Further contraction of the database can be accomplished by removing additional climb rate, turn rate, and airspeed points, retaining a sufficient subset approximately spanning the flight envelope. The new, contracted database D can be represented as . Next, the time required to fly this trajectory will allow search-based PLANNER_II sufficient time to find a feasible landing trajectory part II. The PLANNER_I algorithm is shown in Figure 7 . The inputs to PLANNER_I are initial aircraft 3-D location and heading, and the desired terminal location and heading. In Figure  7 , step 4-13 plan the first trimmed flight segment I s 1 (spiral flight or circle flight), which is used to adjust aircraft altitude so that the altitude offset of this segment terminal point over the desired runway, . PLANNER_I assumes that the post-failure/damage aircraft is capable of trimmed spiral ascending and descending flight, as well as circling and straight level flights. In the damaged GTM case study, the required trimmed turn rates and climb Figure 7 , step 18 may prevent this problem. The computation of r is dependent on the turning ability of the aircraft. Simulations show that a large r will be required if the aircraft has a large minimum turn radius in D . In this work, r is set manually to a safe static value for the case study. While this approach works well for the scenarios that will be presented below, it also suggests the need of an automatic algorithm that computes r based on the turning ability of the aircraft. In this application, solutions are deemed acceptable if position and heading errors at the desired landing site are smaller than plan ε . While this method can reduce the planned touchdown errors by eliminating unacceptable NelderMead solutions, these errors can also be reduced during optimization by increasing the error weighting factors since position and heading errors are weighted in Eq. (44). Of course, reducing the planned touchdown errors by weighting these errors more heavily requires more computation time for each optimization. Although the NelderMead simplex algorithm is computationally efficient, the accumulated computation time over all candidate plans is considerable given the size of the search space. Thus, there is a tradeoff between reducing the planned touchdown errors and reducing the computation time, as well as the number of plans with acceptable touchdown errors, when choosing design parameters, the touchdown error weighting factors and acceptable plan criterion plan ε . This tradeoff is left for future work, with the remaining discussion focused on the existence of feasible solutions given a set of design parameters. For the following case study, threshold plan ε is set to 1, each component of landing position error is evenly weighted by 1, and the landing heading error is weighted by 1000. Thus, the maximum acceptable 1-D landing position error is 1 ft, while the maximum landing heading error is 0.001 radians (approximately 0.06 deg).
VI. Case Study
The adaptive flight planner was applied to a damaged General Transport Model (GTM) aircraft with missing left wingtip for this case study. Initially, the full trim database was calculated to specify the reduced flight envelope of the damaged aircraft. This database was then contracted to facilitate real-time trajectory planning. A series of emergency scenarios show the adaptability of the adaptive flight planning approach to the different initial aircraft states when the wingtip damage occurs. To provide context for execution time statistics, this case study was performed on a 2.20GHz AMD® Athlon® 64 processor. The full trim database was created by characterizing trim states over a discrete set of trimmed steady climbing-turning flight conditions, of which each flight condition is defined by a combination of values from Table 1 . The full trim database of the damaged GTM aircraft is shown in Figure 10 . In Figure 9 , the color at each point again indicates trim state characteristics, with green points representing stable and controllable trim states, while blue points indicate unstable but controllable trim states. The missing left wingtip has a significant impact on the flight envelope of the GTM. The aircraft cannot achieve trimmed flight with airspeed lower than 520 ft/sec since relatively high airspeeds are necessary to compensate for the lift loss due to the decrease in left wing area. While the aircraft can achieve a variety of trimmed left turn rates, it can only slightly turn right with the help of a controller to maintain closed-loop stability. This behavior is expected since the smaller lift on the left wing due to the decrease of left wing area causes a negative rolling moment. To counter this negative rolling moment requires a negative aileron deflection which subsequently incurs the negative yawing moment. As a result, left turning flight is easier to trim than right turns. Compared to the limited turning capability, the aircraft has a wide range of climb rates, enabling the damaged aircraft to straightforwardly change altitude as required for landing. As the altitude increases, the flight envelope contracts in all three dimensions: higher airspeeds are required to trim the aircraft, while the trimmed turning and climbing capabilities are more limited. This contraction is more obvious as the altitude increases to 20,010 ft and 30,010 ft. At an altitude of 30,010 ft, the few feasible trim points as shown are not sufficient to define a meaningful flight envelope for the damaged aircraft. For this work, we limit our case study examples to initial altitudes at 15,200 ft and below. However, in practice it would be possible to utilize these few trim states to descend to a lower altitude where the trim database becomes more substantial, since descending flight is possible at 30,010 ft. Based on the full trim database, a reduced trim database D is then defined. Table 2 shows the flight condition values manually chosen as D for the damaged GTM, representing values that can be trimmed up to altitudes of 15,200 ft. examine the adaptive flight planning approach in this work. In the first scenario, the GTM is over the San Francisco Bay area when the left wing is damaged. Specifically, the initial aircraft's latitude and longitude are 37.44º N and 122.12º W respectively; the initial altitude is 200 ft MSL (mean sea level) and initial heading is 90º, due East. In the LSS, the minimum runway length and width for a feasible landing runway are set to 10,000ft and 200ft respectively since the damaged aircraft must touch down at the high airspeed of 750 ft/s. The runway utility weighting factors defined in Eq. (7) are thus used. The initial footprint radius is set to 20 nautical miles, within which the LSS finds eight feasible runways and ranks them as shown in Table 3 . The entire LSS procedure executes in 0.177 seconds, which includes the time for data logging not required in a deployed LSS system. SFO/28R is selected by the AFP as the desired landing site for the damaged GTM aircraft for this case. The runway SFO/28R is located at 37.619002º N and 122.374843º W; its elevation is 11ft and the runway heading is 0.48692 radians. The trajectory planner generates the segmented landing flight plan shown in Table 4 . 783 Since the aircraft is initially at a very low altitude, the planner PLANNER_I generates the landing trajectory part I as a spiral-up trajectory requiring 0.028 seconds of computation time. Here, the minimum altitude offset h described in the Figure 7 PLANNER_I algorithm is 1,000 ft. Note that the duration of the third flight segment, a straight/level trim state, is zero since the initial point of this segment is sufficiently close to the desired landing site. It will take the aircraft approximately 400 seconds to complete trajectory part I by following the first three trimmed flight segments. Meanwhile, PLANNER_II generates the remaining flight plan, trajectory part II, in less than 12 seconds. Therefore, the generation of the entire flight plan meets real-time constraints.
The results from the full path simulation are shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10 In the second scenario, the GTM aircraft is over a remote area when the damage occurs. The initial aircraft location is at 40.89º N and 94.01º W, which is in Iowa. The aircraft's initial altitude is 10,000 ft and initial heading is 210º (South-South-West). Since the damaged GTM aircraft is initially located in a remote area, identification of a feasible runway requires adjustment to the LSS parameters. The minimum runway width requirement is relaxed to be 150 ft. Other requirements are the same as for the previous scenario. For the same reason, the initial footprint radius is manually set to be 50 nautical miles instead of the 20 nautical miles used in the previous scenario, and the radius increment is also 100 nautical miles. Although 82 reachable runways are found within the initial footprint, none of them meet the minimum feasible runway requirements. Therefore, the LSS increases the footprint radius to 150 nautical miles, and then finds 1028 reachable airport runways, out of which 6 feasible runways are identified Based on the same runway utilities weighting factors used previously, these feasible runways are sorted and ranked as shown in Table 5 . The LSS procedure is completed in 0.383 seconds. The top ranking runway, OFF/30, is selected by the AFP as the desired landing site for the damaged GTM aircraft. The runway OFF/30 is located at 41.118332º N and 95.912511º W with elevation 1,048 ft and runway heading 0.52 radians. In the trajectory planner, the maximum altitude offset h from the PLANNER_I algorithm is 2,000 ft. The trajectory planner generates an optimal flight plan to runway OFF/30, as shown in Table 6 . The first four flight segments form trajectory part I, generated by PLANNER_I in 0.000071 seconds. The other four segments comprise trajectory part II. As the aircraft executes the flight plan part for trajectory part I, PLANNER_II builds the remaining flight segments to complete the plan. While flying trajectory part I requires over 2,400 seconds, PLANNER_II completes the entire plan in 6.492 seconds. Thus, the real-time requirement is met. Although the 2,400 seconds duration for trajectory part I may be too long to be practical for an emergency landing, it results by the artificially-imposed 300 ft/sec descent rate limit consistently selected throughout the case study. Full path simulation results are shown in Figure 11 . The simulated 3-D trajectory shown in Figure 11 
VII. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has described an Adaptive Flight Planner (AFP) and applied it to a Generalized Transport Model (GTM) aircraft with significant structural damage to its left wing. Each landing trajectory is a sequence of constanttrim segments connected by transitions between trim states. A trim database was developed to define the postdamage flight envelope, and transitions between trim states were characterized in simulation using a controller tuned to handle the post-damage dynamics. A Landing Site Search module identified and ranked nearby runways. A twostep trajectory planner generated a feasible landing flight plan to the top-ranked runway in real-time. An LQRbased PID controller was developed to correctly track trajectory commands over both trimmed flight and transition segments. The success of the adaptive flight planner requires that the aircraft's initial flight condition fall well within the post-damage flight envelope. In the damaged GTM case study, different scenarios were presented to examine the ability of the damaged aircraft to build and successfully execute flight plans in simulation. Typically, the planner was successful and the plan executed accurately. However, the AFP occasionally failed to find a solution when a 30 degree bank constraint was imposed, suggesting future work to augment the current PLANNER_I algorithm to a station sufficiently distant from the landing runway to enable shallow turns to final approach.
In this work, the Landing Site Search module must return at least one feasible landing runway before emergency trajectory planning can be performed. It is possible that there are no feasible runways within the reachable region of the post-failure/damage aircraft. Future work is required to enable the LSS to identify a feasible off-runway landing site through use of terrain and population database information not currently available to the AFP. Another issue to be investigated is the initial guidance of the aircraft to a controllable trim state in cases where the aircraft state lies outside the post-failure/damage flight envelope when the failure/damage occurs.
Although the two-step strategy presented enables trajectory planning to be performed in real-time, search heuristics (i.e., for trim state sequence orderings) may be included to more efficiently locate the optimal candidate plan for trajectory part II without exhaustive search. Future research is also required to deploy the AFP in practice.
Although emergency flight plans are specified as sequences of trim states, the trim transitions are a necessary part of the plans and thus the trim transition kinematic information is important to emergency trajectory planning. However, the difficulty of tuning a capable linear-system-based controller that allows the post-failure/damage aircraft to accurately follow the trajectory commands over the trim transitions suggests the need to develop a uniform fault-tolerant trajectory tracking control strategy. The complexity of computing the post-failure/damage trim and transition databases prevents their real-time generation. Perhaps the most significant future work required to make the AFP a practical solution is the development of more efficient online techniques for performing the analysis required for the AFP to identify feasible post-failure trim states it can use to plan feasible landing trajectories. This approach would require tight coupling of the AFP with a system identification process, as depicted in the Figure 1 architecture but not yet developed for this work. 
